EFFICIENT, EFFECTIVE
ECOMMERCE USING PEPPOL
Healthlogistics provides and transmits accurate data to help
transform the healthcare supply chain. Our PEPPOLcertified eConnect service, for electronically transmitting
orders and invoices, allows hospitals and healthcare
suppliers to automate and streamline transactions removing
unnecessary time associated with manually processed
orders and invoices.
If you are considering which PEPPOL access provider to use
to meet the Department of Health’s deadlines for PEPPOL

PRICING
There is a fee for integrating a Trust or supplier onto our
service. Once ‘live’, Trusts and suppliers pay a monthly fee,

integration, then look no further.

based on banded volumes of documents.
With our standard eConnect service, when a Trust transfers
an order to a supplier via the open standard PEPPOL
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network, we undertake a conversion process so that the
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£0.24
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£0.15

60,001
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£0.12

transmit high volumes of invoices, a web- based application

120,001

200,000

£0.10

is also available. With this service, suppliers need to export

200,001

280,000

£0.08

280,001

400,000

£0.06

400,001

600,000

£0.05

supplier is able to view and process the order. Conversely
when a supplier raises an invoice, in a range of formats, we
then translate the data so that the Trust receives it in the
format that they recognise – all through our PEPPOL access
point.
For smaller or emergent suppliers who do not need to

order data into their existing Finance system.
With Healthlogistics as your PEPPOL certified access
provider, Trusts and suppliers can be assured of an effective
link to conducting business.

Call us for a personalised quote.

TO SIGN UP CALL OUR SALES TEAM ON 01442 381 758
or email info@healthlogistics.co.uk

DATA ACCURACY DELIVERS BACK OFFICE COST SAVINGS
The challenge most Trusts are struggling with when
contemplating sending and receiving purchase orders and

Implementing the PEPPOL standards is an integral part of
our NHS eProcurement strategy and will create significant

invoices electronically is that the data within the Trust

efficiency and quality gains that will benefit patients,"

catalogue must be accurate.

Steve Graham, eProcurement Lead, Department of Health

If this is not the case then the transaction will fail.
The difference between the purchase order detail and the
supplier invoice detail will cause the 3-way invoice match to
fail at each line. This will add to the work within Procurement

HEALTHLOGISTICS: ABOUT US

and Accounts Payable teams - rather than the planned for

As specialists in accurate product data, Healthlogistics

reduced administration costs.

embraces the need for common supply chain standards and
procurement automation across the NHS - and in particular

We are offering a 100% guarantee* of delivery when

the impact on improving patient safety and delivering

combining eConnect with our eCat catalogue management

significant cost reductions. We support Trusts to ensure

service to match the data, ensuring that the data on a

that the right products and services are where and when they

purchase order will match the product information returned

are needed.

on the invoice.

In addition our ‘track and trace’ capabilities to protect the

* The data fields for this guarantee cover Supplier Name,
Part Number, Description and Pack Quantity.

standards and safety of medical procedures to enhance
clinical best practice.
Over 50 NHS acute Trusts have benefitted from our services
and data pool.

TO SIGN UP CALL OUR SALES TEAM ON 01442 381 758
or email info@healthlogistics.co.uk

